The Handbook of Instruction for Designing and Constructing Airplanes
(Home Flight Construction 7)

All occupants shall be provided with
parachutes. Figure 3 shows the general
construction of seats. As a rule, the pilot
and other occupants who remain seated on
a stationary seat will use a seat type pack,
and all occupants who are required to move
about, such as gunners and observers, shall
use the lap type pack. The seats and
cockpits must be so designed that the
occupants may leave the cockpits suddenly
without danger of the packs catching on an
obstruction and so they may sit
comfortably and be in proper relation to the
controls, etc. There must be sufficient
clearance between the upper wing and
fuselage and between the bracing members
to permit the occupants to leave the
cockpits easily and clear the airplane, in
case a parachute descent is necessary.
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Aviation Employment Information Service, Holtsville 7, New York. ATTENTION Home Aircraft Builders: Build the
popular Knight Twister.Browse Aircraft Kits in the Wicks Aircraft Supply catalog including Acro Sport 1 The larger,
two-place Acro II can be constructed for just a fraction more than See EAA Sport Aviation October 1995. for a flight
review and technical evaluation. A homebuilt utility airplane design for the occasional pilot who wants to enjoy About:
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